Generalizing a result of Domergue and Donato, it is shown that if the transition from degree n weight system to type n Vassiliev knot invariant is thought of as n steps of integration, then at least half of these steps can be performed canonically following symmetry considerations and a combinatorial formula is given for each of these steps.
Introduction

Preliminaries
First recall the notions of Vassiliev invariants (see 1, 3] for more details). All invariants will take values in an abelian group G which has division by two (though it is not clear that this restriction is necessary). If X n is the set of knots with n transversal self-intersections considered up to rigid vertex isotopy, then a knot invariant, V , (i.e. an invariant of X 0 ) can be extended to an invariant, V (n) , of X n by resolution of the double points, viz inductively: De nition. An invariant of X n satisfying 4T and 1T will be called a T-invariant.
If P and R are invariants of X n and X n+1 respectively and satisfy R( ) = P ( ) ? P ( ) then say that R is the derivative of P , that P is di erentiable and that P is a rst integral of R. If the derivative of P exists it will sometimes be denoted P 0 .
Remark. It is not saying here that all invariants have either derivative or rst integral.
De nition. 9] If K and K 0 are two knots with n double points, then a singular isotopy, , from K to K 0 is a sequence of isotopies of R 3 and crossing changes which begin at K and end at K 0 . The singular maps, f i : i = 1; : : : ; tg, of are the elements of X n+1 which correspond to the crossing changes. The index, ( i ), of a singular map i is +1 or ?1 respectively whether it corresponds to a positive to negative crossing change or vice-versa.
So if is a singular isotopy from K to K 0 then it can be seen that for an invariant W with derivative V
A knot invariant, V , is said to be a Vassiliev invariant of type n 2 N if V (n+1) = 0, i.e. V vanishes on knots with greater than n double points. A T-invariant of X n which di erentiates to zero is called a degree n weight system. Thus a knot invariant V is of type n i V (n) is a weight system. Bar-Natan and Kontsevich 1] showed that every weight system over Q or C can be integrated up to give a knot invariant. However their method was anything but calculable; this has been improved by the combinatorial methods (see e.g. 2]) stemming from Drinfeld's quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf algebras 5, 6] . One might prefer a more hands-on combinatorial approach for integration, utilizing the original discriminantal description of Vassiliev, rather than the seemingly unrelated quantum-algebraic methods. Domergue and Donato 4] proved that a degree n weight system could be integrated once by picking a regular projection of a knot with (n ? 1) double points and evaluating the weight system on the knots obtained by smashing each of the crossings. This is generalized below.
The Main Result
A notion of regular projection holds for knots with double points as it does for non-singular knots. Let K be a knot with n double points and let be a regular projection of K. Let C = (a 1 ; : : : ; a t ) be an ordering of the crossings of , with each a i being either a positive or negative crossing, from which (a i ), the sign of the crossing, is respectively +1 or ?1. Let ( ; C; i) be the knot with n + 1 double points obtained by switching the rst i ? 1 crossings, making the ith crossing into a double point, and leaving the remaining crossings unchanged. E.g. Remark. This notion of (re ection-)odd and even invariants should not be confused with Bar-Natan's notion of (inversion-)odd and even invariants which are concerned with switching the orientation of the knot rather than that of the ambient space.
The main result of this note is then:
Theorem. (A) A di erentiable, even T-invariant, V , of X n has a unique odd rst integral, W , and this is a T-invariant. Further, this is given on a regular projection, , of K with ordering C = (a 1 ; : : : ; a t ) by
(B) Any rst integral of an odd T-invariant is even. Two proofs are given of this. Section 3 consists of a proof based on that of 4] which uses the folk Reidemeister theorem for knots with double points. Section 4 presents a sketch of an alternative proof based on a theorem of Stanford (a full version of this is given in 11]).
Remark. It follows from the theorem that if the transition from degree n weight system to type n Vassiliev knot invariant is thought of as n steps of integration, then at least half of these steps can be performed canonically by the above method. This is because a weight system is an even T-invariant (as a singular isotopy can be constructed between K and K) and so integrates to a unique odd invariant. This integrates, by whatever method, to an even T-invariant. The process continues inductively until a knot invariant is obtained. This explains the title of this note.
(Note that this does not say that any weight system over G can be integrated up to a knot invariant.) Thus the problem of integrating from a weight system to a knot invariant is reduced to the particular problem of integrating odd T-invariants.
If one integrates an invariant of X n then there is indeterminacy, i.e. a constant of integration; in the case of integrating from a T-invariant to a T-invariant the constant of integration is a degree n ? 1 weight system. Previously, when actuality tables were constructed these weight systems were xed by picking some embedding respecting each chord diagram and xing the value of W on these. However, there does not seem to be any canonical choice of embedding for each chord diagram.
If K is some knot with double points and some selected crossing then let K + , K ? and K X be K with the selected crossing respectively positive, negative, or smashed to a double point. If V is an even invariant and W a rst integral of V , then thinking carefully about mirror images, the following holds:
, it is seen thatŴ is a T-invariant which is invariant under crossing changes, i.e. it is a weight system. This can then actually be identi ed as (twice) the constant of integration which may be canonically set to zero.
Perhaps there is a similar way to identify the constant of integration in the case of an odd invariant. Let C = (a 1 ; : : : ; a t ) be an ordering of the crossings where the selected crossing is last, and let C 00 be the ordering obtained by just moving the selected crossing from the end to the beginning of the ordering. Then the following hold: This is clearly odd, and a little double point resolving together with the fact that V is even, gives that Y is also a rst integral of V. By the uniqueness argument for odd rst integrals given in the last section, it must be that Y is given by the formula in the statement of the theorem, i.e. Y = W , so W is a well de ned invariant. The method of the last section can then be used to show that W satis es 1T and 4T. (The details of this are also to be found in 11].)
